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Abstract—Motivated by applications to security and high efficiency, we propose an automated methodology for validating on low-level intermediate representations the results of a source-level static analysis. Our methodology relies on two main ingredients: a relative-safety checker, an instance of a relational verifier which proves that a program is “safer” than another, and a transformation of programs into defensive form which verifies the analysis results at runtime. We prove the soundness of the methodology, and provide a formally verified instantiation based on the Verasco verified C static analyzer and the CompCert verified C compiler. We experiment with the effectiveness of our approach with client optimizations at RTL level, and static analyses for cache-based timing side-channels and memory usage at pre-assembly levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Static analysis based on abstract interpretation [1] is a principled approach for proving program properties and ensuring program safety. Traditionally, abstract interpretation is performed at source level, partly because source programs have a more explicit control flow and contain more information than intermediate representations or machine code. However, there are many scenarios where it is preferable for analyses to consider intermediate representations or machine code. In particular, analyses of intermediate representations are useful in compilers for detecting opportunities to optimize programs. Likewise, analyses of assembly code or machine code are more appropriate for applications in security, because of the correctness-security gap in compilers [2], [3].

In principle, the need for analyzing lower-levels could be addressed directly, by building abstract interpreters that operate over intermediate representations of interest. However, building an abstract interpreter for a realistic language is a challenging engineering task. It involves implementing symbolic algorithms (e.g., fixpoint computation), numerical computations used by different abstract domains (including a memory abstract domain) that communicate together, and finally a sufficiently precise abstract semantics that keeps track of different kinds of properties, including symbolic equalities between Boolean expressions, values contained in memory cells (including points-to information), and alignment of memory accesses. Moreover, the analysis of lower-level representations may turn out to be less precise than the analysis of the original source programs.

A. Contributions

We propose a new methodology for carrying the results of an abstract interpreter for a source language to lower-level representations. Our methodology does not impact the efficiency of generated code, and it does not require to develop new abstract interpreters for lower-level representations. Instead, our methodology exploits two well-known paradigms:

- inlining enforceable properties: enforceable properties are a general class of program properties that can be enforced using runtime monitors [4]; inlining these monitors yields defensive forms, i.e., programs instrumented with runtime checks for enforcing properties of interest [5].
- relative safety: relative safety is an instance of relational verification. Its goal is to establish safety of a program \( p_1 \), under the knowledge that a program \( p_2 \) is safe [6]. Relative safety plays an increasingly prominent role, in particular in the context of cross-version verification of real-life software [7]–[9].

Our approach combines these two ideas in a novel way that overcomes efficiency issues with defensive programs; specifically, defensive programs are only used as proof artefacts, and the guarantees we get are on the unmodified code generated by the compiler. In more detail, we instrument a source-level analyzer so that it produces defensive programs which verify the results of the analysis using runtime checks, and we define an algorithm that takes as inputs a target program and the annotations for which validation is sought, and returns a defensive target program.

Both defensive programs will fail with a safety violation whenever an annotation fails during execution. The relative-safety checker is applied on the defensive form of the compilation of the original program, and on the compilation of the defensive form of the original program—using in the first case the annotations that must be validated, and in the second case the output of the static analyzer. If the relative safety checker accepts both programs, and the compiler preserves
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B. Summary of contributions

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• a general methodology to validate the compilation of high-level assertions (such as the properties inferred by a static analyzer), and a proof of its soundness;
• a realization of this methodology, building on the CompCert verified compiler and on the Verasco verified static analyzer;
• a defensive transformation for points-to assertions for C-like and low-level languages. In the case of the low-level language, the defensive form is formally verified (there is no need to verify the defensive form for the source language);
• a relative-safety checker for a low-level language that relies on a simple but effective notion of product program and on a weakest precondition (WP) calculus. The relative-safety checker is also formally verified;
• experimental evaluations on three use cases: the CSE optimization, a "cryptographic constant-time" analysis, and a stack usage resource analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. First, Section II presents our methodology. Then Sections III and IV detail the two main components of our methodology, respectively a relative-safety checker and a generator of defensive forms of programs. Section V shows various intermediate results of the methodology applied to one example program. Section VI describes the experimental evaluation of our methodology. Related work is described in Section VII followed by conclusions.

Our development is available at the companion website [http://www.irisa.fr/celtique/ext/csf17] in this document links to the Coq formalization for a given definition or theorem are marked with the following symbol: ☑.

II. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

In this section, we outline our methodology and describe its instantiation based on the verified CompCert compiler and the verified Verasco static analyzer.

A. Methodology

Our methodology is illustrated in Figure 1. Consider a compiler $[\cdot] : \text{Prog}_S \rightarrow \text{Prog}_T$ mapping programs from a source language $S$ to programs in a target language $T$, and a translation $\langle \cdot \rangle : \text{Spec}_S \rightarrow \text{Spec}_T$ mapping properties of source programs to properties of target programs. Our goal is to define a lightweight and automated method for checking that compiled programs satisfy properties in the image of $\langle \cdot \rangle$, i.e., to check $[p] \models_T \langle \Phi \rangle$, where $\models_T$ denotes validity.

We assume given notions of safety $\text{safe}_S$ and $\text{safe}_T$ for source and target programs, and suppose that the compiler preserves safety, i.e., for every source program $p$, if $\text{safe}_S(p)$ then $\text{safe}_T([p])$. We also assume algorithms that compute defensive programs for source and target languages. These algorithms take as inputs a program $p$ together with a property $\Phi$, and return

![Figure 1. Overview of our methodology](image-url)
a so-called defensive program \( p_\Phi \) that augments the original program \( p \) with additional instructions for checking at runtime that the property \( \Phi \) is valid. Given a target program \( q \) and a target property \( \Psi \), we let \( q_\Psi \) denote the defensive form of \( q \) with respect to \( \Psi \). We assume that the defensive form on target programs is precise, i.e. for every target program \( q \) and target property \( \Psi \), if \( \text{safe}_T(q_\Psi) \) then \( q \models T \Psi \).

B. Associated proofs

Our methodology is based on the following observation: thanks to compiler correctness, proofs of \([p] \models T \Phi \) can be decomposed into a safety proof \( \text{safe}_S(p_\Phi) \), and a relative safety proof \( \text{safe}_T([p] \models \Phi) \Rightarrow \text{safe}_T([p] \models \Psi) \). The first proof can be obtained automatically from a safety checker \( \text{safe}_C \) for source programs—in other words, \( \text{safe}_C \) is a Boolean-valued function such that for every source program \( p \), \( \text{safe}_C(p) = \text{true} \) implies \( \text{safe}_S(p) \).

For the second proof, observe that relative safety is a relational property and can be established via the construction and verification of a product program. Informally, product programs are executable representations of relative safety proofs between target programs. Product programs are written in an extension of \( T \) with assert statements and havoc statements, and their validity is captured by the following conditions: if \( q_\times \) is a valid product program for \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \), and \( q_\times \) does not raise assertion failures, then safety of \( q_1 \) entails safety of \( q_2 \).

In line with recent developments [14], the validity of product programs is verified in two steps. First, we develop a product-program checker \( \text{product}_C \), which takes as inputs two target programs \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) and a product program \( q_\times \) and performs structural verifications to check whether \( q_\times \) is a well-formed product program of \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \). The correctness of \( \text{product}_C \) is given by the following implication: if \( \text{product}_C(q_1, q_2, q_\times) = \text{true} \) and \( \text{safe}_T(q_1) \), then either \( \text{safe}_T(q_2) \) or \( q_\times \) raises assertion failures. Second, we develop an assertion verifier \( \text{unfail}_C \) for product programs; it checks that the product program will not raise any assertion failure at runtime. The combination of these two algorithms provides a (partial) method for checking relative safety between two programs \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \), given a product program \( q_\times \). Indeed, relative safety follows from \( \text{product}_C(q_1, q_2, q_\times) = \text{true} \) and \( \text{unfail}_C(q_\times) = \text{true} \). To complete the method, we implement a product program generator \( \text{product}_G \) that takes as inputs target programs \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) and computes a product program \( q_\times \). This generator together with the method for checking relative safety are represented in Figure [1] by the box called \( \text{cosafe}_T \).

In summary, we propose an algorithmic method for formally verifying properties of target programs, based on the following components: defensive forms for source and target programs, and generator of product programs, and three checkers: a safety checker \( \text{safe}_C \) for source programs, a product program checker \( \text{product}_C \) relating target and product programs, and a verifier \( \text{unfail}_C \) for product programs.

C. Instantiation of the methodology

We develop a verified instantiation of our method on top of the CompCert compiler. In this setting, safety has a precise meaning: a program is safe if it has no undefined behavior according to the CompCert semantics.

Our source language is the C-like language C#minor; C#minor is the intermediate form considered by the verified static analyzer Verasco, and therefore we can use Verasco for safety checking. Our target language is RTL (after CompCert optimization passes). RTL is a natural trade-off, for two reasons. First, choosing RTL over lower-level representations (which assume finitely many registers) simplifies the instantiation, both for the defensive form of target programs and also for the construction and verification of product programs. Second, most of the complexity of the compiler is found in its middle-end; choosing RTL eliminates the need to prove correctness of translation of annotations of middle-end optimizations. Moreover, it is relatively direct (and done in this paper) to prove correctness of the translation of annotations from RTL to assembly-level.

We focus on a restricted class of properties, namely points-to assertions. These assertions capture aliasing relationships and are essential for detecting and validating optimizations on intermediate representations and for carrying information-flow analyses on assembly programs. Pleasingly, the CompCert memory model is shared across the different intermediate languages, and therefore so are points-to assertions; in particular, the function \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) is extremely simple. It should be noted however that dealing with points-to annotations requires some ingenuity because symbolic pointers computed by the static analysis refer to call stacks, which must therefore be accounted in the code of defensive programs. We solve this issue by introducing (only) in the defensive program a shadow stack and ensuring that it remains in line with the stack of the original program.

Regarding to the notations used in Figure [1] given a source program \( p \) and its defensive form \( p_\Phi \), we use twice the Verasco formally verified static analyzer to prove both properties \( \text{safe}_S(p) \) and \( \text{safe}_S(p_\Phi) \). Properties \( \text{safe}_T([p]) \) and \( \text{safe}_T([p_\Phi]) \) are ensured by the CompCert formally verified compiler. Moreover, the property \( \text{safe}_T([p] \models \Phi) \) is ensured by our relative-safety checker that we detail in section III.

As required by our methodology, we prove that the defensive form at target level is precise, under the additional assumption that the target program is safe. Making this additional assumption does not affect the generality of our approach, since the target program is obtained via CompCert and hence is safe.

The product checker is novel, and optimized for the purpose of proving relative safety between programs that are structurally similar in a strong sense. Finally, the verifier uses standard techniques for generating a set of verification conditions, together with simple (but effective) custom tactics for discharging verification conditions automatically.

D. Trusted computing base

The Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of our methodology includes the generator of target defensive forms, the safety
checker, the relative-safety checker, and the product program checker for validity and non-failure (see Figure 1). On the contrary, the generators of product program and source defensive form are not in the TCB and may be incorrect—as usual, it may limit the usefulness of our approach, but it will not affect its soundness.

An important aspect of our instantiation is mechanization: to simulate a program in the TCB, they are programmed in a proof assistant, that is also used to formally prove the assumptions used for justifying our method: preservation of safety for the compiler, precision of defensive form on target programs, correctness of the checkers. Thus, our instantiation is foundational, in the sense that the TCB solely consists of the CompCert compiler.

III. RELATIVE-SAFETY CHECKING

One main component of our methodology is a checker for relative safety. This section describes the design and formal verification of a checker for a slightly more powerful property, namely equivalence.

A. Overview

The purpose of this component is to prove the safety of a program $R$ knowing that another program $L$ is safe. In our setting, the two programs to compare are two low-level defensive programs that, by construction, are very similar. Therefore, we prove a much stronger property: a simulation, that is also used to formally prove the assumptions used for justifying our method: preservation of safety for the compiler, precision of defensive form on target programs, correctness of the checkers. Thus, our instantiation is foundational, in the sense that the TCB solely consists of the CompCert compiler.

In addition, the similarity in the structure of the two programs enables us to do a modular proof. Indeed, they execute the same functions, in the same order, with equal arguments. Therefore, it suffices to check equivalence of each pair of individual functions: checking can thus be performed intra-procedurally, and can be applied even if the call-graph is unknown — e.g., due to function pointers and recursion.

The equivalence proof of two functions $L$ and $R$ is built from a product program $f$. Such a program — expressed in a simple language called $\text{RTL}^{\ominus}$ (see Figure 2) — over-approximates the behaviors of the two initial functions $L$ and $R$: it features the safe instructions of both $L$ and $R$, and is decorated with assertions claiming that the critical steps of $L$ are the same as the critical steps in $R$. This means that the two functions may arbitrarily differ on their safe sides, provided their critical parts match. Since we expect the two functions to have similar loop structures, we consider as critical the instructions whose execution may be stuck — i.e., may have undefined behavior.

B. The language for product programs

The equivalence checker operates on programs written in the RTL language of CompCert. Its formal syntax is given in Figure 2. The RTL intermediate language represents programs by control-flow graphs with explicit program points, structure in functions and instructions, and uses machine-dependent operations and addressing modes (op$_{\text{target}}$). Instructions correspond roughly to elementary instructions of the target processor, but operate over temporaries (i.e., pseudo-registers, where infinitely many pseudo-registers are available) [10]. Each instruction lists explicitly the nodes of its successors.

So as to implement our methodology, we have added to the syntax of load and store instructions a named annotation (represented by the $\alpha$ meta-variable in Figure 2). Such annotations do not affect the semantics of the RTL language: we will later define the meanings of a particular instantiation of these annotations and use them to prove invariants of annotated programs (See Section IV-B).

The language $\text{RTL}^{\ominus}$ in which the product programs are expressed is basically a subset of RTL. Thanks to the great similarity of the two programs to compare, the products need not to call functions, to return values, or to access the memory.

To model these features, we rely on an extra havoc operator for non-deterministic assignment. Thus only four instructions are used in $\text{RTL}^{\ominus}$: skip, operations (including the havoc operator), conditional branches and return without value. Nodes of a product program are decorated with sets of assertions: first-order formulas involving claims about symbolic expressions $se$. 

\begin{verbatim}
Functions:
\begin{align*}
L, R ::= \{
\text{param } r; \text{stack } n; \text{start } l; \text{graph } g
\}
\end{align*}
\end{verbatim}

Figure 2. Syntax of the RTL and $\text{RTL}^{\ominus}$ languages
Symbolic expressions:
\[ se ::= r \mid id \mid op_{\text{target}}(\vec{s}e) \]

Assertions:
\[ a ::= \text{True} \mid se \mid se_1 = se_2 \mid a_1 \implies a_2 \mid \neg a \mid \forall r, a \]
\[ SE_{\rho}(r) = \rho(r) \]
\[ SE_{\rho}(id) = id \]
\[ SE_{\rho}(op_{\text{target}}(\vec{s}e)) = \mathcal{E}(\text{op}_{\text{target}}; SE_{\rho}(\vec{s}e)) \]
\[ \llbracket \text{True} \rrbracket(\rho) = \text{true} \]
\[ \llbracket se \rrbracket(\rho) = SE_{\rho}(se) = 1 \]
\[ \llbracket se_1 = se_2 \rrbracket(\rho) = SE_{\rho}(se_1) = SE_{\rho}(se_2) \]
\[ \llbracket a_1 \implies a_2 \rrbracket(\rho) = \llbracket a_1 \rrbracket(\rho) \implies \llbracket a_2 \rrbracket(\rho) \]
\[ \llbracket \neg a \rrbracket(\rho) = \neg \llbracket a \rrbracket(\rho) \]
\[ \llbracket \forall r, a \rrbracket(\rho) = \forall v, \llbracket a \rrbracket(\rho[r \mapsto v]) \]

Figure 3. Syntax and semantics of RTL operators assertions

Their syntax is formally given in Figure 3 expressions are made of registers, identifiers and RTL operations applied to such expressions; assertions claim that a symbolic expression evaluates to true, that two expressions evaluates to the same value, or are composed of assertions using implication, negation, and universal quantification over the value of a given register. Universal quantification is not expected to appear in assertions generated during the product construction. However, it is introduced when we compute weakest preconditions of havoc instructions. The semantics of these expressions is defined by a partial evaluation function \( SE(\cdot) \), also defined in Figure 3, which itself relies on the evaluation \( \mathcal{E}(\cdot; \cdot) \) of RTL operations. Finally, the semantics of assertions is formally defined at the bottom of Figure 3 as predicates over register valuations \( \rho \).

The semantics of a product function \( f \) is expressed as a small-step relation between execution states \( \langle l; \rho \rangle \) in which \( l \) is the program point of the next instruction to execute and \( \rho \) is the current valuation of the registers. It is given in Figure 4 where \( \mathcal{E}(c; \vec{a}) \) denotes the evaluation of operation or condition \( c \) on arguments \( \vec{a} \). Notice that there is no call-stack nor memory in the state. There is also a particular state \( \bullet \) that denotes a terminated execution. Notation \( f[l] \) represents the instruction at program point \( l \) in control-flow graph \( f \), if any.

Execution starts at node 1, and registers initially have arbitrary values, which may be constrained by some precondition. Execution of instruction return results in the final state. Instruction skip\((l') \) leaves the registers unchanged and moves to program point \( l' \). To execute instruction op\((o, \vec{a}, d, l') \), in which \( o \) is a RTL operator, this operator is first applied to the values of registers \( \vec{a} \) in the current state; this yields a value \( v \) that is assigned to register \( d \); execution then moves to program point \( l' \). The havoc operator takes no arguments and evaluates to any (unspecified) value \( v \). To execute instruction if\((c, \vec{a}, l_{\text{true}}, l_{\text{false}}, l') \), the condition \( c \) is first evaluated on the values of registers \( \vec{a} \) in the current state; depending on the

Boolean result, execution proceeds, with unchanged registers, either to program point \( l_{\text{true}} \) or to program point \( l_{\text{false}} \).

C. Well-formed products

To be able to reason about product programs without reasoning on the exact procedure that builds them, we first give a formal specification of a well-formed product \( f \) of two functions \( L \) and \( R \).

The registers of a product program mirror the registers of the original programs; to make this link more visible, we note \( \vec{r} \) the register which mirrors register \( r \) of the left program, and \( \vec{r'} \) the register which mirrors register \( r' \) of the right program. (We assume that for all names \( x \) and \( y \), the names \( \hat{x} \) and \( \hat{y} \) are distinct.)

The property that we intend to prove is asymmetric: if \( L \) is safe, then so is \( R \). Similarly, the specification of well-formed products, which justifies this fact, is asymmetric. This specification is built on the notion of cuts, acting as synchronization points on critical instructions in the product program (which interleaves the instructions of the two initial functions). A cut is a triple \((\pi, \hat{L}, \hat{R})\) of related program points, where \( \pi \) is a program point of function \( L \), \( \hat{L} \) is a program point of function \( R \), and \( \pi \) is a program point of the product \( f \).

Figure 5 gives an example of a product program and shows its associated cuts. It presents a function with parameter \( x \) and body \( y = 2 \times x; z = y + 1; \text{return } z \) — once on the left,
and once on the right — and a possible well-formed product of this function with itself — in the middle. For the sake of readability, we took some liberty with the syntax. The dotted lines represent the cuts.

With this notion of cuts, there is some freedom in how similar the two programs must be. In particular, the control-flow is only required to be locally similar, which makes the relative-safety checker robust to various kinds of loop unrollings.

The entry points must form a cut, and the product has a precondition that states that the function arguments are equal; in the example, \( \hat{x} = \hat{x} \).

The path from one cut to the following one corresponds to the parallel execution of the three functions, from the corresponding program points. Along such a path, the L function executes exactly one step. For the R function, there are two cases:

- either the step in \( L \) is safe, then \( R \) executes an arbitrary number of safe steps (none, one or many, like in the first two cuts in Figure 5);
- or the step in \( L \) is critical, then \( R \) executes a similar step followed by an arbitrary number of safe steps (e.g., the return step in Figure 5).

In the first case (a left step that is not critical), we require that the product has the following shape: one instruction that models the (safe) instruction from \( L \), followed by a sequence of (safe) instructions that model the instructions from \( R \). This definition captures any kind of reordering and interleaving of non-critical instructions.

In the second case (critical left step), the product obeys some constraints, that are specific to each instruction, and described in Figure 6. These constraints have the following shape:

- the left instruction and the right one must be similar;
- the product is decorated with assertions that claim that the arguments of the instructions are equivalent (in the example, that the returned values are equal);
- one or more instructions model the common instruction;
- the product features register to register copies that capture the property that both original instructions have obtained the same result.

It must be noted that only the shape of the critical instructions must match; they can be applied to dissimilar arguments (for instance to variables with unrelated names).

In both cases, the nodes that are reached at the end of the paths that are related at a cut must also form a cut.

More specifically, for loads, addresses must be equal, the read value is indeterminate (hence the havoc operator), yet both loads read the same value, as shown in Figure 7. For stores, addresses must be equal, written values must be equal, and the statement has no effect. For conditional branches, the branching conditions must be equivalent (cnz is the RTL operation which turns its integer argument into a Boolean value). A function call is similar to the load and store cases at once, but with a more sophisticated address computation: called functions must be equal and arguments must be equal. For returns, the returned values must be equal, if any.

Finally, we need to ensure that both functions eventually progress, i.e., that none is waiting forever. Since critical steps are always synchronized due to the previous rules, problems may only arise with safe steps. On the one hand, the conditional branches and loop headers are considered as critical steps: this ensures that safe paths are free of branches and cycles, hence that the left program does not wait forever. On the other hand, to justify that the right program does not wait forever, cuts have a *height* that counts how many left steps will be executed before the right function makes progress. These heights are computed when checking the well-formedness of the product, along with the property that heights actually decrease on every left step. On Figure 5 the first cut has height one (as the right function waits for one step), and the two other cuts have height zero.

So as to prove that our product construction yields well-formed products, we have implemented a checker for well-formedness and proved it correct.

### D. Valid products

The key of relational verification using program products is to reduce relational properties to properties about a single program: relational invariants (about the running states of two programs) are expressed as invariants of a single program (the product).

The validity of the assertions within the product programs (as program invariants) justifies the simulation between the two initial functions. We thus formally define the validity of products and how this property is automatically checked.

**Definition III.1 (Valid state, valid function)**. Given a RTL\(^\circ\) function \( f \) decorated with assertions \( \delta \) (where \( \delta \) maps nodes to sets of predicates), an execution state \( (l; \rho) \) is *valid* when the

![Figure 6. Product of critical instructions](image)
the valuation of the registers satisfies all assertions \( a \) at the current program point \( l \): \( \forall a, a \in \delta(l) \implies \llbracket a \rrbracket(\rho) \). Function \( f \) is valid under precondition \( P \), noted \( f \models P \delta \), when all reachable states are valid, i.e., when the “valid state” predicate is an invariant under precondition \( P \).

So as to prove the standard verification problem that a function is valid, we implemented a weakest-precondition (WP) calculus for the RTL language as well as a verification-condition generator (VC-gen). To this end, we need to infer loop invariants. These invariants must reflect the transformation which links the two programs. In our use cases, the invariants correspond to equality of the variables that are live at the loop headers of the initial programs. We use the liveness analysis that is available in CompCert for RTL functions to automatically infer these invariants. The resulting verification conditions, expressed in the assertion language presented in Figure 3 are then automatically discharged by a simplification procedure, that we implemented and proved correct in Coq.

The formal correctness of the implementation of the checker for product validity is made explicit by the following theorem.

**Theorem III.1 (Correctness of the VC-gen[1].** Given a RTL function \( f \) decorated with assertions \( \delta \) and a precondition \( P \), the verification-condition generator returns a set of verification conditions such that the conjunction of all these properties implies that the decorated function is valid under the given precondition:

\[
\bigwedge_{a \in \text{VC-gen}(f, \delta, P)} (\forall \rho, \llbracket a \rrbracket(\rho)) \implies f \models P \delta.
\]

**E. Simulation**

The correctness theorem of the product construction expresses that the assertions in the product functions capture the relative safety of the two initial programs.

**Theorem III.2 (2).** Given two programs \( L \) and \( R \), if they have the same global variables and if for every function \( L \) in \( L \), there exists a function \( R \) in \( R \), with same name and signature, such that there exists a well-formed product \( f \) of \( L \) and \( R \), then, if all such products are valid, there is a simulation between \( L \) and \( R \).

The proof sketch is the following. We introduce a simulation relation between states that extends the notion of cuts (program points in related states belong to some cut). Formally, related states have equal memories and equal stack pointers; their program counters (respectively \( p_c \) and \( p_c \)) as well as their register banks (respectively \( r_s \) and \( r_s \)) are related through a program point \( l \) and a register bank \( \rho \) such that: the state \( \langle l; \rho \rangle \) is reachable in the product; program points \( p_c, p_c \), and \( l \) form a cut; and the content of the register banks agree:

\[
\forall x, r_s(x) = \rho(x) \land r_s(x) = \rho(x).
\]

Notice that in this relation, the content of the registers of the left program and of the right program are not directly related. When the simulation reaches a program point decorated with assertions about the state of the product program, the validity of an assertion entails a relation between the contents of the registers of the initial programs. For instance, if the next instruction to execute in the left program is return \( x \), then the well-formedness of the product function implies that the next instruction in the right program also has the shape return \( y \) for some unspecified register \( y \) and the validity of the assertion \( x = y \) in the product implies that the returned values in the two programs are equal.

**IV. DEFENSIVE ENCODING OF ANNOTATIONS**

This section details the second main component on which our methodology relies, namely the generation of defensive programs from annotated programs. This component has two goals: first it must precisely encode the assertions, so that the defensive programs always fail when they detect an assertion violation; second, and this is more specific to this methodology, the two defensive programs must be sufficiently similar, to ensure the success of the relative-safety check. We first describe its implementation and then its formal verification.

**A. Annotation syntax**

We focus on points-to annotations: each instruction that accesses the memory (i.e., every load and store) is annotated with an optional set of symbolic pointers. Moreover, during compilation, local variables of functions are forgotten and simply allocated in a single stack frame at different offsets during the compilation from C\# minor (i.e., before generating RTL code, on which our defensive transformation operates). Thus, we define a symbolic pointer as a symbolic block (either a global variable name or a depth in the call stack) together with a concrete range that denotes the pointer offset. Syntactically speaking, we use the annotation \( \langle d.x: \{l; h\} \rangle \) to represent pointers to the variable \( x \) in the stack frame at relative depth \( d \) in the call stack and whose offsets are between \( l \) and \( h \); and the annotation \( \langle G: \{l; h\} \rangle \) to represent the pointers to the global variable \( G \) whose offsets are between \( l \) and \( h \).

As an example, consider the program of Figure 7; it is shown using C syntax for easier reading but the annotation inference is done at the C\# minor level. The three annotations that are automatically inferred by the Verasco static analyzer are shown as comments in the figure. There are three memory accesses in this program: the store through pointer \( p \), the store through pointer \( q \), and the load of \( x \) at the end of the main function. The first one writes global variable \( G \) at some offset between 0 and 2 (because of the \%3 computation); it can thus be annotated with \( \langle G: \{0; 2\} \rangle \) in the init function. The second

![Figure 7. A simple program](image-url)

The correct inference is done at the C\# minor level and not at the C syntax level.
one writes the local variable x of the main function; when this store is run, the main function is at relative depth 1 in the call stack; therefore this store is annotated with (1.x: [0; 0]). The third memory access loads the local variable x of the main function (i.e., at relative depth 0 in the call stack); it is thus annotated with (0.x: [0; 0]).

B. Annotation semantics

Each annotation represents a set of concrete pointers. The program allows us to statically compute the concrete addresses of global variables, but the addresses of the stack frames depend on the actual execution state when an annotated instruction is about to be executed. Therefore, to dynamically interpret an annotation, we extract the call stack from the current execution state.

C. Annotation encoding

The aim of this component is to produce a defensive program which dynamically checks the validity of all assertions. Therefore, for each memory access through a pointer p annotated with a set α of symbolic pointers, the defensive program checks that p is actually one of the pointers in the denotation of α.

There are two cases, depending whether the block of the pointer is definitely known or not. If the block is known, an annotation is encoded as two inequality comparisons with the range boundaries (or a disjunction of such tests, when there are several ranges). For instance, the annotation (G: [0; 2]) attached to the read through pointer p in Figure 7 is encoded as the assertion $G \leq p \land p \leq G + 2$.

If the block is unknown — since the inequality comparison is not well-defined for pointers of different blocks, but equality comparison is — the defensive program enumerates all the pointers in the denotation of α and compares each of them for equality to p. For example, if the set of annotations was the set \{ (G: [0; 2]); (H: [0; 0]) \}, it would be encoded by the assertion $p = G \lor p = G + 1 \lor p = G + 2 \lor p = H$.

This second encoding might look very inefficient, but remember that the defensive program is not meant to be ever executed; it is only an intermediate artifact that witnesses the validity of the annotations.

D. Forging pointers: the shadow stack

In order to build defensive tests, we need to compute some concrete pointers that are symbolically given by the annotations. This is an issue when the annotation refers to a local variable of some suspended function. To forge such a pointer is generally not possible without any runtime support: there is a priori no direct way to forge a pointer to a stack frame of an arbitrary suspended function. Therefore, we make each function leak a pointer to its stack frame into a global variable (the so-called shadow stack).

The shadow stack is a global array that records a pointer to the stack frames of all currently running functions. The top of the shadow stack always holds a pointer to the stack frame of the current function. To maintain this stack, we add to each function a prologue whose execution pushes the current stack pointer atop the shadow stack and an epilogue whose execution pops a value from the shadow stack. Such an epilogue is actually inserted before every return instruction.

E. Correctness theorem and proof

An execution state is said to be correctly annotated when either the next instruction to be executed is not an annotated memory access, or it is a memory access through a pointer p and it is annotated with a symbolic set of pointers α, such that pointer p belongs to the denotation of α.

The correctness theorem of the defensive encoding of a program ensures that the validity of the annotations is completely assessed by the safety of the defensive program.

Theorem IV.1 (Precision of the defensive form). Given a safe annotated RTL program p, if the defensive version of p is also safe, then every reachable state in the execution of p is correctly annotated.

This theorem is only proven at the RTL level and not at the C#minor level as we do not need it for our methodology. Indeed, we only require the defensive program to be safe. In order to prove this theorem, we equip the original program p with a blocking semantics which refines the original RTL semantics to dynamically check, before every execution step, that the current state is correctly annotated. Thus, proving that p is safe with regards to the blocking semantics entails that every reachable state of the program is correctly annotated.

The standard technique used throughout CompCert to prove that safety is preserved is to show a simulation between both programs. However, the corresponding compiler transformations need only to prove a forward simulation (i.e., that a safe original program results into a safe transformed program), while we need to prove the opposite direction. We thus have to directly show a backward simulation between the transformed program $p'$ and the original program p. This cannot be obtained from a forward simulation as usually done in CompCert, as we would need to be able to match one step in the defensive program with steps in the original program, which is not possible for steps involved in the defensive checks. As always with such simulation proofs, the gist of our proof is to define the matching relation between execution states of both programs.

F. Compatibility of the two defensive programs

We produce two low-level defensive programs from a single high-level source: on the one hand we compile and then produce the defensive program; on the other hand, we first produce the defensive program and then compile it. These two operations (transformation into defensive form and compilation) do not necessarily commute. The equivalence checker can accommodate for some difference between the two compared programs, but the closer they are, the simpler is the work for the equivalence checker. Therefore we try to avoid unnecessary differences between the two programs. However, we have identified the following factors which contribute to such differences.

2A global environment, in CompCert parlance.
a) Wrong interleaving of the defensive checks: All critical operations must appear in the two programs in exactly the same order. Therefore, when producing the high-level defensive code corresponding to a single instruction with several annotations (e.g., ++*p; the interleaving of the two defensive checks and the two memory accesses need to be guessed. In other words, the compilation of complex instructions needs to be correctly anticipated. Indeed, the low-level program has an annotated load and an annotated store as two distinct instructions. So, the (high-level) defensive check corresponding to the annotation of the store must appear after the code for the load.

b) Impact of the defensive transformation on the optimizations: Our defensive transformation affects the ability of the compiler to fully optimize the defensive program, which is thus possibly less optimized than the original program. It should be emphasized that the use of our methodology should not affect how the original program gets optimized: we should neither turn off the optimizations nor weaken them.

The major issue comes from the shadow stack: without it, some optimizations exploit the fact that the stack pointer does not escape, and therefore that calling a function cannot modify the local variables. Since the very purpose of the shadow stack is to make pointers to all stack frames available to all functions, there is no longer a way for the optimizer to prove that some stack pointer does not escape. Thus some optimizations that could be performed are hampered by the defensive transformation.

If the optimizer was aware of the shadow stack and of the fact that the leaked pointers are never used to access the memory but only in comparisons, it could treat the leaks through the shadow stack as benign and proceed as if they were not there. This suggests that a proper implementation of shadow memory requires some support from the compiler. We have left the tackling of this issue as future work.

c) Optimizations of the defensive transformation: The defensive program which is produced at high-level undergoes the same optimizations as the original program. But the defensive program produced at low level (i.e., after the RTL optimizations passes) does not undergo these optimizations. This ends up with different defensive programs. To overcome this issue, we have investigated two different approaches.

On the one hand, we have restrained the optimizations that are applied to the high-level defensive programs, so that they do not target the added defensive code. For instance, the CSE optimization would remove many loads from the shadow stack and replace them by simple move instructions. Thus, to prove that the two defensive programs are equivalent, the equivalence checker would have to perform complex reasoning about the memory to justify that the loads on the left return the same values as the moves on the right. This reasoning is the same as the one that is performed during the CSE pass to justify the optimization; it is a reasoning on a single program rather than a relational property. Therefore, to avoid adding extra burden to the equivalence checker, we make the CSE pass aware of the shadow stack and prevent it, when optimizing the defensive transformation, to propagate the values read from the shadow stack. This ends up with different defensive programs. To overcome this issue, we have investigated two different approaches.

On the other hand, when producing the low-level defensive program, we optimistically apply some optimizations to directly produce an “optimized” program. The selection pass, which occurs just before the generation of RTL code, replaces some instructions (e.g., bitwise or with the immediate value zero) with more specific ones (e.g., a simple move). We apply these transformations on the fly as we produce the low-level defensive code.

V. A FULL EXAMPLE

The program shown on Figure 8 writes within a loop some cells of an array t. An analysis at high level can straightforwardly infer that the pointer offset of this memory access is between zero and twelve (as the array contains four-bytes integer values, and the high-level index, because of the modulo operation, is between zero and three). Thus, this access is annotated with (t: [0; 12]), as shown as a comment next to the write instruction. The defensive version of this program implements this annotation as a check that the pointer is between t + 0 and t + 12.

The Figure 9 shows the main loop of this defensive program, after compilation to RTL (and after all optimizations that are applied on this intermediate representation). Here the syntax uses named labels to ease readability. We can notice the pointer computation — within the first highlighted block (reddish) — appears as a complex sequence of operations; analyzing it is much more difficult than at a higher level. The second highlighted block (blueish) corresponds to the defensive check: the pointer value is computed (in register x5) and compared to the two predicted bounds. If both comparisons succeed, the program execution goes through; otherwise, it jumps to some bogus code at label FAIL (not shown).

Part of the product program corresponding to this example is shown on Figure 10. The loop header is annotated with two invariants; they state that live variables are equal. Registers x4 and x5 correspond to the source variable t and registers x6 and x7 to the source variable t. Since branching is a critical instruction, there is only one instance of it; but it is preceded by an assertion which ensures that the guards of the two programs are equivalent. The first highlighted sequence

```c
#include <verasco.h>

int t[10];
int main(void)
{
  unsigned bound = verasco_any_int() & 0xFFFF;
  for (signed i = 0; i < bound; ++i) {
    t[i % 4] = i * i; /* (t: [0; 12]) */
  }
  return t[0] - 4;
}
```

Figure 8. Example: source code
LOOP:
if (x2 < x3) goto BODY else goto END
BODY:
x28 = x2
x30 = x28 >> 2
x29 = x30 + 0
x27 = x28 - x29
x5 = t + 0 + x27 * 4
x26 = t + 0
x23 = x26 + x5
x25 = t + 12
x24 = x5 + x25
x22 = x23 * x24
if (x22 < u 0) goto OK else goto FAIL
OK:
x14 = x27
x15 = x2 * x2
int32[t + 0 + x14 + 4] = x15
x2 = x2 + 1
goto LOOP
END:

Figure 9. Example: high-level instrumentation, compiled to RTL (loop only)

LOOP: invariant x4 === x5 ∧ x6 === x7
assert ((x4 < u x6 < u 0) === (x5 < u x7 < u 0))
if x4 < u x6 then BODY else END
BODY:
x16 = x4
x57 = x5
assert x16 === x57
x20 = x16 + 2
x61 = x20
x18 = x20 + 4 + 0
x12 = x16 - x18
x14 = x4 + x4
x34 = t + 0 + x12 + 4
x36 = t + 0
x38 = t + 12
x36 = x36 + x34 + x38
x38 = x36 + x38
x36 = x36 + x38
x59 = x61 + 4 + 0
x55 = x57 - x59
x11 = t + 0 + x55 + 4
x53 = t + 0
x47 = x53 + x11
x51 = t + 12
x49 = x11 + x51
x45 = x47 + x49
assert (x34 < u 0) === (x45 < u 0)
if x34 < u 0 then OK else FAIL
OK:
x29 = x55
x31 = x5 + x5
assert (t + 0 + x12 * 4) === (t + 0 + x29 * 4)
Synch. memory store
assert x14 === x31
x4 = x4 + 1
x5 = x5 + 1
goto LOOP
END:

Figure 10. Example: product program

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented in Coq the instantiation of the methodology that we have described in the previous sections; we have in particular proved the theorems shown in sections III and IV. We have also proved that the backend, (i.e., the compilation from RTL to Mach), preserves the validity of the annotations. Thanks to the extraction mechanism of Coq, we have extracted OCaml programs out of our development. The Coq development is about 6.6k lines of specification and over 10k lines of proof, excluding blanks and comments. The parts reused from CompCert and Verasco are not counted. The full development is available at the companion website http://www.irisa.fr/celtique/ext/csf17/.

This section describes some experiments that we have performed with these programs. First, we show that on a selection of diverse C programs we are able to infer, compile and validate the compilation of points-to invariants. The availability of points-to annotations at various levels of the compilation chain enables us to improve significantly other analyses. Thus, we show three use cases of our methodology: a client optimization at RTL level, an analysis of cache-based timing side-channels at pre-assembly level, and an analysis of stack resource usage at pre-assembly level.

A. Lowering points-to facts

Some measurements of execution time of test C programs (up to thousands of lines) are gathered in Figure [11]. For each test program, we report its size in terms of number of C# minor instructions, the duration of inferring the annotations (first run of the Verasco analyzer), the duration of checking the safety of the high-level defensive program (second run of Verasco), and the duration of proving the equivalence of the two defensive programs. One cell in the “Check” column contains ∞. This means that the validation of the high-level defensive program
was not possible due to current limitations of the Verasco analyzer.

The timing measurements have been performed on an otherwise idle Linux system on a x86_64 architecture clocked at 2.0 GHz, with 8 Gio of RAM. The figures are the average of ten measurements; variance was observed to be low at the displayed precision.

The first block of lines gathers test cases for the implementation of various cryptographic primitives within the PolarSSL library. The second block reports on test programs from the NaCl cryptography library \[15\]. The third block lists six programs derived from the CompCert benchmarks; they run numerical computations or cryptographic routines. The fourth block gathers C programs that were randomly generated by the Csmith tool \[16\].

This table shows that on various C programs, we are able to automatically infer, verify, propagate, and validate at low level, points-to information for every memory access. In most cases, the running times of this full process are affordable (from fractions of seconds up to a few seconds); unfortunately, in some cases, they are rather high (tens or hundreds of seconds). This occurs when there is a lot of aliasing, so that the defensive encoding must enumerate all pointers in the annotation ranges, and also when there are many 64-bit operations. This suggests some optimizations of our implementation.

For instance, the product construction could be aware of the compiler intrinsics; as an example, 64-bit integer addition is represented in RTL as an opaque builtin call and could be considered as an innocuous local operation rather than as an unknown (and maybe critical) system call.

**B. First use case: improving CSE**

CSE is an optimization pass that is implemented in particular in the CompCert compiler. It operates on (extended) basic blocks and relies on an intra-procedural value analysis. This optimization attempts to remove redundant computations and memory loads. It is safe to remove a load when, in the same extended basic-block, the same load (i.e., same address, same chunk) occurs before, and no overlapping store happens in-between. Therefore, the efficiency of this optimization (with respect to eliminated redundant loads\(^{3}\)) lies in the ability to prove that two memory accesses cannot overlap.

The value analysis of CompCert computes some invariants on the RTL program that allows us to prove such facts. However, this analysis has some precision limitations\(^{4}\) in particular, guards of conditional branches are ignored. Indeed, it is intra-procedural and cannot infer relational invariants. A more precise analysis can help to improve the disjointedness check in the CSE pass. Indeed, the Verasco analyzer can infer more fine-grained points-to invariants. Thanks to our methodology, we can propagate these invariants to the RTL language, further in the compilation chain, and prove that they are still correct, even after the other optimization passes that are performed before CSE\(^{3}\).

Figure 12 shows the instantiation of our methodology with CompCert and Verasco, the results can then be used to implement a new CSE pass. Figure 13 illustrates how the precise points-to annotations help significantly to recognize redundant loads in some programs. For each function, the “Size” column lists the static number of loads before the CSE pass, the “CSE” column tells how many of these loads are removed

\(^{3}\) We are not concerned by the performance of the compiled program, but rather by the fact that the propagated annotations yield more precise information than what can be inferred at low level.

\(^{4}\) These limitations are understandably justified by other requirements of the compiler such as efficiency and separate compilation.

\(^{5}\) Namely, tail-call introduction, inlining, renumbering and constant propagation.
by CompCert’s CSE, and the “CSE+annot” column tells how many of these loads are removed with our variant of CSE that relies on annotations rather than on the RTL value-analysis. The matmult function performs matrix multiplication; its inner loop has been fully unrolled, so that there are many redundant loads in a single basic block. These loads are interleaved with stores (to write the result), so the intra-procedural value-analysis of CompCert cannot prove that loads and stores are disjoint. On the contrary, the annotations of our methodology can. The other functions feature similar interleadings of loads and stores, and the annotations help to prove that they do not overlap. Considering these selected examples as a whole, the original CSE removes about 60% of the loads whereas our enhanced CSE removes nearly 85% of them. A manual inspection of the code shows that this result is close to optimal: hardly any additional load could be eliminated by such an optimization.

C. Second use case: cryptographic constant-time

The second use case is a security analysis that aims at proving that a program is “cryptographically constant-time”, a programming discipline used by practitioners to minimize the risks of cache-based timing attacks against cryptographic libraries. Informally, a program achieves cryptographic constant-time if its control flow and sequence of memory accesses are independent of some of its inputs, which users tag as confidential. Previous work by [12] develops an information-flow analysis for cryptographic constant-time, focusing on the Mach intermediate language of CompCert. However, the information-flow analysis is based on a weak points-to analysis, requiring that off-the-shelf implementations from standard cryptographic libraries such as PolarSSL undergo manual rewriting before being analyzed. In addition, the analysis requires that programs are fully inlined, and as a consequence some programs like donna cannot be analyzed with this approach.

We developed an information-flow type system for verifying cryptographic constant-time. Our type system operates on Mach pre-assembly programs and is very similar to [12]: each register and each memory location are given a (flow-sensitive) security level: low (public) or high (secret). Then, the type system performs a data-flow analysis to check that the targets of conditional jumps and memory accesses do not depend on high values. In order to keep track of the security levels of values in memory, we use the points-to information derived from analyzing the C#minor programs using the Verasco analyzer.

Lowering of points-to annotations is justified in two steps: the lowering to RTL is justified by translation validation using the methodology presented in this paper, whereas the lowering from RTL to Mach is justified by a direct proof as illustrated in Figure 14. The results obtained with the methodology of this paper improve on [12] in two directions; first, there is no need to perform code rewriting before analyzing programs. Second, programs that were previously out of reach can be proved to verify cryptographic constant-time. More specifically, we have analyzed the cryptographic programs that appear in the first block of the table in Figure 11, as well as the AES and SHA-3 implementations from CompCert benchmarks. We are able to automatically prove that they verify the constant-time policy, or the stealth constant-time policy, a variant also considered in [12] and inspired by stealth memory [17], [18]. All programs are analyzed in a few milliseconds, except donna whose analysis requires a few seconds.

D. Third use case: resource analysis

Memory usage is another potential source of information leakage. As a consequence, it is important to make sure that memory usage does not depend dramatically on secrets. As a first step in this direction, we have instantiated our methodology to a resource analysis based on stack space usage [13] illustrated in Figure 15. This yields an alternative method to recover the results of [13] (which uses a certification, rather than validation; see below for a longer comparison) and shows that our methodology is not only limited to points-to analysis.

Each function in the analyzed program is annotated with the size of the stack space it uses at assembly level. Given a memory usage bound N that the program is not allowed to exceed, we add a global variable that is initialized to N in the defensive version of the program. Each annotation is then transformed as follows:

\[ \text{Mach} \to \text{RTL} \]

\[ \text{RTL} \to \text{Mach} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{translator} \]

\[ \text{Verasco} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{translator} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Points-to translator} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Verasco} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \to \text{Compcert} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Points-to translator} \]

\[ \text{Points-to translator} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \to \text{Compcert} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Points-to translator} \]

\[ \text{Points-to translator} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \to \text{Compcert} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Points-to translator} \]

\[ \text{Points-to translator} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \to \text{Compcert} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Points-to translator} \]

\[ \text{Points-to translator} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \to \text{Compcert} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Points-to translator} \]

\[ \text{Points-to translator} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \to \text{Compcert} \]

\[ \text{Compcert} \to \text{Points-to translator} \]

\[ \text{Points-to translator} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (C#minor)} \to \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \]

\[ \text{Points-to defensive encoder (RTL)} \to \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \]

\[ \text{RTL relative-safety checker} \to \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \]

\[ \text{Mach constant-time analyzer} \to \text{Compcert} \]
We prove that if the defensive program at high level is validated and if the equivalence checker agrees, then the compiled program will not stack overflow if the available memory space is larger than the given bound. Moreover, we have carried an experimental evaluation of our approach on a subset of examples from [13] and from the MiBench embedded benchmark suite [19], and obtained comparable results.

We briefly compare the two approaches: by using validation rather than verification, we avoid the need to make extensive changes to CompCert and rework the proof of every compilation pass. On the other hand, we note that our bounds are not automatically inferred yet. However, it would be possible to instrument Verasco to obtain the call-stack traces of programs and thus easily infer their stack bounds. Moreover, our method can only verify constant bounds and does not handle symbolic ones yet such as those manually verified in [13]. However, we should be able to accommodate this extension with minimal changes.

Some of our results are reported in Figure 16. For each program, we report its size in terms of number of C#minor instructions and the duration needed for verifying the given bound.

**VII. RELATED WORK**

**A. Verified and verifying compilation**

Verified compilation is an active area of research whose goal is to build a (machine-checked) proof of compiler correctness. However, most verified compilers, including CompCert [20] and CakeML [21] prove preservation of safety, and cannot be used directly for lowering analysis results. Verified compilers that go beyond preservation of safety exist for specific properties, such as resource consumption [13]. Our approach yields a promising alternative to [13], as mentioned previously.

Verifying compilation enforces properties of target programs through a full static analyzer at target level [22], [23]. In this way, the results of the source-level static analysis are not even used, and so there is no need to develop sound methods for carrying evidence from source to target level. Certifying compilation is typically restricted to safety properties.

Certificate translation [24], [25] is an alternative approach inspired from proof-carrying code [26], in which the compiler comes equipped with an automated translator which maps correctness proofs of the source program into correctness proofs of the target program. However, this approach is hard to implement for realistic languages.

**B. Verified static analysis**

Early works on verified static analysis consider interval analyses for toy languages [27], [29]. More recent works target intermediate representations of CompCert. Blazy et al. propose a value analysis at RTL level [30], with a naive approach for memory abstraction. [31] verifies a points-to analysis at the same RTL level. Like the current work, they consider points-to information but without numerical information about offsets. [11] operate over source level (C#minor) with a complex memory abstraction [32]. They do not provide translation mechanism, but our current work is based on their static analysis. The CompCert compiler itself [20] has been recently extended with a memory-aware value analysis at RTL level. This analysis is used several times in the CompCert backend for code optimization. However, CompCert is not able to propagate the inferred information. Instead, the analysis is relaunched several times, after each program transformation. This analysis is less precise than Verasco, as shown in section VI-B.

Outside CompCert, several verified static analyses have been proposed for the Java bytecode language. Klein and Nipkow verify a Java bytecode verifier [33]. Cachera et al. verify an inter-procedural class analysis [34].

Our work allows us to generate sound points-to information at assembly level. [35] proposes a direct verified static analysis at binary level but for a toy imperative language and memory model. This paper focuses on the hard problem of disassembling self-modifying programs, that we do not consider here.
C. Differential verification by product programs

Approaches built on product program have been considered for different purposes, notably translation validation of compiler optimizations and information-flow security (see for instance [14], [36]–[39]). This approach is also featured in the Symdiff tool [8], [40] which applies a very simple product construction inspired from self-composition, and in the CVerif tool [41] which applies a product construction inspired from cross-products. Handling loops often requires using “mostly synchronous” product constructions (with inference of loop invariants). Approaches built on formalisms that inherently support relational verification include a spate of specialized formalisms tailored to properties such as information flow, continuity, and reliability; see for instance [42]–[44]. None of this work is formally verified.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We have proposed a method that combines in an original way defensive programs and relative safety to validate the results of source-level static analyzes on low-level programs, and instantiated this method with the CompCert compiler and the Verasco C static analyzer. The outcome is a formally verified translation to lower intermediate representations of points-to assertions computed by Verasco.

There are multiple directions for further work. One possible direction is to implement other analyses. As a concrete example, we could use our methodology to bound the number of iteration of each loop. Such an analysis is especially useful for worst case execution time analysis which is necessary for critical systems where programs need to provide an answer in a limited time. Such an analysis can be implemented by annotating each loop by a bound on the number of iterations it must not exceed, and adding code before a loop to initialize a counter to this value and add code at the beginning of a loop to decrement this counter and test that it is still positive. Another direction is to build more general relative-safety checkers and equivalence checkers for RTL or assembly programs. This would have multiple benefits, both for the approach considered in this paper, and in general for a posteriori validation of compiler optimizations, and verification of relational properties of compiled programs.
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